Open 18 & under, and 19 & over
Showmanship

J
1. Start at cone A jog to cone B and around continue
jogging halfway to judge .
2. Walk to judge, stop and set up for inspection.
3. When dismissed back a horse length preform a 270°
turn and trot away.

Open 18 & under, and 19 & over
Equitation

1. Start at cone A lope on right lead to cone B
2. At cone B posting trot right diagonal around cone B
3. At B change to left diagonal
4. Halfway between cone B and C break to a walk
5. At cone C lope left lead around cone C
6. At cone C sitting trot to cone D
7. At cone D stop and back a horse length

Open 18 & under, and 19 & over
Horsemanship

1. Walk to cone A
2. At cone A jog, halfway between cone A and B lope left
lead around B
4. At cone B jog until halfway to C then lope right lead to
cone C
5. At cone C stop and back horse length

APHA Novice Amateur & Novice Youth &
Youth 13 and Under
Showmanship

J
1. Start at cone A jog to cone B .
2. Stop back until even with judge then preform a 90°
turn.
3. Walk to judge, stop and set up for inspection.
4. When dismissed preform a 270° turn and walk away.

APHA Novice Amateur, APHA Novice Youth &
APHA Youth 13 and Under
Equitation

1. Walk to cone A
2. At cone A lope on right lead to cone B
3. Simple change at cone B to left lead around B
4. At B to left diagonal to C
5. At cone C change diagonals and continue around cone C
to cone D
6. At cone D stop and back a horse length

APHA Novice Amateur, APHA Novice Youth &
APHA Youth 13 and Under
Horsemanship

1. Walk to cone A
2. At cone A jog halfway between cone A and B lope left lead
around cone B
3. At cone B jog until halfway to cone C then lope right lead
around cone C continue loping until halfway between cones
B and A
4. Walk halfway until even with cone A stop and a back horse
length

APHA Amateur & APHA Youth 18 and Under
Showmanship

J
1. Start at cone A jog to cone B and make square
continuing half way to judge .
2. Stop halfway to judge and preform a 360° turn
3. Continue walking to judge, stop and set up for
inspection.
4. When dismissed back a horse length preform a 270°
turn and trot away.

APHA Amateur, and APHA Youth 18 & under
Equitation

1. Walk to cone A
2. At cone A lope on right lead to cone B
3. Stop at cone B preform a 360° turn to right then left lead
around B
4. At B to left diagonal to C
5. At cone C change diagonals and continue around cone C
to cone D
6. At cone D stop and back a horse length

APHA Amateur, and APHA Youth 18 & under
Horsemanship

1. Start at cone A back a horse length
2. Walk to cone A
3. At cone A jog, halfway between cones A and B lope left
lead around B
4. At cone B jog until halfway to C then lope right lead
around cone C
5.At cone C extend jog until even with cone A then stop

All Walk Trot
Showmanship
(APHA Amateurs will walk where trot is drawn.)

J
1. Start at cone A jog to cone B .
2. Stop preform a 90° turn.
3. Walk to judge, stop and set up for inspection.
4. When dismissed back a horse length preform a 270°
turn and walk away.

All Walk Trot
Equitation

1. Walk to cone A
2. At cone A trot on right diagonal up and around B
3. At cone B to left left diagonal to cone C
4. At cone C stop and back
5. Preform a 90° turn to right and exit at a sitting trot

All Walk Trot
Horsemanship

1. Walk to cone A
2. At cone A jog up and around B
3. At cone B extended jog to cone C
4. At cone C stop and back
5. Exit at a walk

